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1 Overview
Java’s memory-safety relies on the Java Virtual Machine checking that each access
to an array does not exceed the bounds of that array. When static analysis can determine that some array access instruction will never use an out of bounds index, the
cost of dynamically checking the index each time the instruction is executed can be
avoided.
This report introduces Block-Qualified Variable Elimination (BQVE) as a program analysis technique that extends Fourier-Motzkin Elimination [5, 3], so that it
can be applied directly to programs in Static Single Assignment Form (SSA) [2] in
order to determine whether array accesses of such programs are in bounds. This is
accomplished by performing the variable elimination on a constraint system, where
each constraint consists of a linear inequality the program’s variables and a blockvalidity qualifier that specifies in what program regions the linear inequality holds.
Additional modifications handle SSA’s φ-functions.
In summary, the BQVE algoirthm works as follows: BQVE operates on SSA programs for which a control flow graph and a dominator tree have been computed. From
such a program, a set of block-qualified linear program constraints consistent with
the program’s semantics is extracted from the program code. These constraints are
combined with additional constraints derived from properties that are to be tested
(e.g., that a particular array access never exceeds its upper bounds) to form a system
of constraints. The BQVE algorithm then operates by eliminating non-φ variables
from the constraint system and introducing new constraints derived from the old
constraints that involved the eliminated variables or were related to φ-functions. After all variables have been eliminated and the φ-functions have been processed, the
resulting constraint system can be examined to determine whether the property in
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question holds.
The BQVE algorithm described here is simpler and more precise than our previous Constraint Analysis System (CAS) algorithm [6]. The main differences from the
prior CAS algorithm is the use of block-validity qualifiers (as described in Section 4)
instead of CAS’s direction flags to limit the validity of constraints and BQVE’s explicit representation of constraints holding for φ-functions on different predecessor
blocks allowing for more constraints to be discovered to hold on φ-result variables
(Section 6).
The concepts underlying the BQVE algorithm are presented the following sections, and a full specification of the algorithm is found in Appendix A.

2 Linear Inequality Constraints
BQVE begins after the system has derived the control-flow graph and dominator tree,
put the code into SSA form, and traversed the program extracting a set of constraints
that are known to hold in certain program regions. It is further assumed that all
critical edges have been split.
The basic constraints considered by BQVE are integer linear inequalities. These
can be expressed in the form c 1 v1 + . . . + c n vn + c ≤ 0 where c, c 1 , . . . , c n are integer
constants and each of v1 , . . . , vn is a symbolic variable representing either the value
of an integer program variable or the length of the array referenced by a program
variable. For linear inequalities of this form, we call c i the coefficient on v i in the
inequality and c the constant of the inequality. In the case where the coefficient c i is
positive, the constraint is said to be an upper bound on v i , and when c i is negative,
the constraint is said to be a lower bound on v i .
These inequality constraints can be derived from particular instructions based
on the semantics of the operations involved in that instruction. For example, the
property that a SSA variable x0 is zero, which would hold after the assignment x0 = 0,
can be encoded by the following two linear inequalities that place upper and lower
bounds on x0 , respectively:
x0 + 0 ≤ 0
− x0 + 0 ≤ 0

Similarly, the property that the value of x2 is one more than the value of x1 could be
expressed using the constraints:
− x1 + x2 − 1 ≤ 0

x1 + − x2 + 1 ≤ 0
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As a special case, in the discussion that follows, we will refer to constraints that
have no non-zero coefficients (i.e., are of the form c ≤ 0) as reduced constraints. A
reduced constraint is unsatisfiable if and only if its constant c is greater than zero.

3 Fourier-Motzkin Elimination
The BQVE algorithm extends the well-known Fourier-Motzkin Elimination (FME)
algorithm [5, 3]. Given a system of linear inequality constraints, FME eliminates a
variable v by removing from the system all upper and lower bound constraints on
that variable. These are replaced with new constraints derived from the removed
constraints on v by combining each removed upper bound on v with each removed
lower bound on v. Each pair of lower-bound and upper-bound constraints, is scaled
so that their coefficients are opposite, and then they are added together to produce a
new constraint. As an example, consider the system:
2x + −3y + 4 ≤ 0
x + −2y + 2 ≤ 0
− x + z + −3 ≤ 0

y + −z + 1 ≤ 0
To eliminate x from this system, each of the upper-bound constraints on x (2x +−3y +
4 ≤ 0 and x +−2y + 2 ≤ 0) is combined with the lower-bound constraint on x (− x + z − 3).
The first combination is achieved by scaling the lower-bound constraint by 2 and then
adding:
2x
−2x

+ −3y
+ 2z
−3y + 2z

+
4 ≤0
+ −6 ≤ 0
+ −2 ≤ 0

The second combination is just the sum of the second upper-bound constraint and the
lower bound constraint:
x + −2y
−x
+
−2y +

z
z

+
2 ≤0
+ −3 ≤ 0
+ −1 ≤ 0

After replacing the constraints on x with the new derived constraints, the system for
example would be:
−3y + 2z + −2 ≤ 0
−2y + z + −1 ≤ 0

y + −z + 1 ≤ 0
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The result of each elimination is a new system that is satisfiable if the original
system is satisfiable. This process can be repeated until all variables are eliminated,
and the result will be a set of reduced constraints. The original system will be known
to be unsatisfiable whenever there is an unsatisfiable reduced constraint in the resulting system.

4 Block Qualifiers
In contrast to FME, which operates on linear inequality constraints that are considered to all hold simultaneously, BQVE operates on a set of linear inequalities for
which some subset is considered to hold at each program location. This extended
system is only considered unsatisfiable if the inequalities holding at some program
location are inconsistent.
In examining the locations at which linear inequalities hold, two sources of constraints must be considered: constraints derived from variable definitions and constraints derived from conditional branches being or not being taken. A constraint
derived from a program condition will be only known to hold in the region dominated
by the target of the conditional branch (or the block to which the control flow fallsthrough to when the condition is false). A constraint that is extracted from a program
instruction that defines a variable will be known to hold at every program location
for which the variables involved in the definition are in scope and not subsequently
modified. Since BQVE operates on programs in SSA form [2], the variables are in
scope and unmodified precisely at the program locations that are dominated by the
definition giving rise to the constraint.
In either case, BQVE embellishes the linear inequality constraint with an additional block-validity qualifier that specifies in what code regions the linear inequality
holds, and the elimination process is extended such that, when it combines two source
constraints to create a new derived constraint, it qualifies that new constraint to hold
only in the blocks where both of the source constraints were qualified to hold. No matter what the origin of a constraint, the code regions where that constraint is valid will
be coterminous with the region dominated by a particular program location. This has
two important consequences. First, since all constraints that hold at any point in a
basic block will also hold at the end of the basic block, the satisfiability of a system of
constraints will be unaffected by what point in a basic block its constraints’ regions of
validity begin, so we will simply say that a constraint holds in some block if it holds
at the end of that block. Second, there is a representative block n that can be used to
uniquely define the set of blocks DomReg(n) = { m| n dom m} in which any constraint
holds. Thus, BQVE is able to use a dominator region, identified by that region’s representative block, as the block-validity qualifier of each initial constraint drawn from
the source program.
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Dominator regions can also be used as the block-validity qualifiers of constraints
derived during the elimination process. When two source constraints are combined,
the combination is considered to be valid only in the intersection of the source constraints block-validity regions. Since the block-validity regions are subtrees of the
dominator tree, the region resulting from their intersection will either be the empty
set or one of the original subtrees. In either case, this result can be calculated by
comparing the two representative blocks under the partial order defined by the dom
relationship:

 DomReg(m) if n dom m
DomReg(m) ∩ DomReg(n) = DomReg(n) if m dom n

;
otherwise
The necessary tests for this operation can be performed efficiently by using memoization or level-ancestor queries [1] on a preprocessed dominator tree.
Constraints that are not qualified to hold anywhere (i.e., have a block-validity
qualifier of ;), provide no information about possible program states during execution
and can be dropped whenever they are created.
As an example, consider the program in Figure 1. Because of the array referenced
by a 0 is created with the assignment a0 = new int[ y0 ], it is known that y0 −a 0 .length ≤
0 and − y0 + a 0 .length ≤ 0 in the program region dominated by L1 (i.e., in blocks L1,
L2, L3, and L4). As a result of the condition, it is known that x1 − y0 + 1 ≤ 0 in the
region dominated by L3 (i.e., in block L3). The result of eliminating y0 and combining
the constraint y0 − a 0 .length ≤ 0 in DomReg(L1) with x1 − y0 + 1 ≤ 0 in DomReg(L3) is
x1 − a 0 .length + 1 ≤ 0 in DomReg(L3). This is precisely what is needed to know that
the accesses to a 0 [x1 ] in L3 does not violate a 0 ’s upper bound.

5 Testing Conjectures
If the variable elimination process is run to completion, the result will be a system
that contains unsatisfiable reduced constraints only if the original system is unsatisfiable. What is usually important, however, is not determining whether the system
derived from program constraints is satisfiable. (For any reachable code region, the
system of constraints whose block-validities include that region will be satisfiable by
construction.) What is actually desired is to determine whether some specific set of
conjectures are entailed by the constraints extracted from the program instructions.
In the example program, to eliminate the bounds check, it is necessary to determine
that x1 − a 0 .length + 1 ≤ 0 and − x1 ≤ 0 in block L3. If both of these inequalities hold
whenever L3 is executed then the bounds check for the assignment to a 0 [x1 ] can be
eliminated.
Tests for these properties can be incorporated into the constraint system using
an approach modeled after proof by contradiction. In this approach, the opposite of
5
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...

L1 : . . .
a 0 = new int [ y0 ]
x0 = 0
L2 : x1 = φ ( x0 , x2 )
if ( x1 >= y0 ) goto L4 :
L3 : /* x1 < y0 */
a 0 [ x1 ] = foo ()
x2 = x1 + 1

...

int [] a = new int [ y ];
int x = 0;
while ( x < y ) {
a [ x ] = foo ();
x = x + 1;
}

goto L2 :
L4 : /* x1 >= y0 */

...

...
(a) source

(b) SSA Form

. .1
L

.L2

.L3

.L4
(c) dominator tree

Figure 1: An Example Program
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each conjectured property is assumed, and added into the system as an assumed constraint. (Specifically, for a conjectured linear inequality, c 1 v1 + . . . + c n vn + c ≤ 0, the
assumed constraint will be − c 1 v1 + . . . + − c n vn + (1 − c) ≤ 0.) If after eliminating variables from the new system including this assumed constraint, the resulting system
has an unsatisfiable reduced constraint, then its opposite, the original conjecture,
must hold (or more precisely, the conjectured linear inequality will hold at runtime
whenever execution reaches a block in which an unsatisfiable reduced constraint is
qualified to be valid).

5.1

Multiple Conjectures and Synthetic Blocks

The procedure described above determines in which blocks a system of block-qualified
inequalities is satisfiable and allows one to test a single conjecture per run of the algorithm. Multiple conjectures can be tested simultaneously by appropriately setting
the block-validity qualifiers of the assumed constraint when it is added to the system and then examining the block-validities of any resulting unsatisfiable reduced
constraints. Specifically, for a query to determine whether some constraint C holds
in block L (or, equivalently, DomReg(L)), BQVE creates a fresh name for a synthetic
block Q that does not correspond to any block in the actual program, but is considered to be part of the dominator tree used in the block-validity tests. In particular, Q
is considered to be dominated by all blocks that dominate L (including L), and Q is
considered to dominate only itself. DomReg(Q) is then used as the block-validity qualifier of the assumed constraint C − to test the conjecture that C holds in L. Thus, any
constraint derived by combining the assumed constraint C − with other constraints
valid in L will have a block qualifier of DomReg(Q). In contrast, any constraints derived by combining C − with constraints not valid in L (and not valid in Q) will have
a block-qualifier of ; and can thus be safely dropped from the system. If the elimination process results in an unsatisfiable constraint with a qualifier of DomReg(Q),
then it is known that the conjecture C, in fact, holds at block L (since the unsatisfiable constraint can only arise if C − is inconsistent with the constraints known to
be valid in L by construction). Multiple conjectures can be tested simultaneously
but independently by placing the assumed constraint for each in its own synthesized
block.
For example, suppose we wanted to know whether, in the program from Figure 1,
the following conjectures hold:
y0 − a 0 .length − 2≤ 0 in block L1 (which is the case)
x1 − a 0 .length + 1≤ 0 in block L3 (which is the case)
x1 − a 0 .length + 1≤ 0 in block L2 (which is not the case)
In fact, the first holds, because of the definition of a 0 . The second holds because of
the conditional branch and the definition of a 0 . The third does not hold, because L2
7
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. .1
L

.Q1

.L2

.Q3

.L3

.L4

.Q2

Figure 2: Dominator Tree Containing Synthetic Blocks Q1, Q2, and Q3
is not control-dependent on the conditional branch. If the synthetic blocks Q1, Q2,
Q3 are added with dominator relations as shown in Figure 2, then these results can
be obtained by adding the following assumed constraints to the system:
− y0 + a 0 .length + 3≤ 0 in DomReg(Q1)
− x1 + a 0 .length≤ 0 in DomReg(Q2)
− x1 + a 0 .length≤ 0 in DomReg(Q3)

During elimination, the first assumed constraint would be combined with the constraint −a 0 .length + y0 ≤ 0 in DomReg(L1) resulting in 3 ≤ 0 in DomReg(Q1) ∩
DomReg(L1) = DomReg(Q1). Since this is an unsatisfiable reduced constraint in
DomReg(Q1), it means that the assumed constraint can never hold, and therefore
it can be concluded that the first conjecture is true: y0 − a 0 .length − 2 ≤ 0 always
holds in block L1. Similarly, the second assumed constraint would be combined
with x1 − y0 + 1 ≤ 0 in DomReg(L3) and y0 + −a 0 .length ≤ 0 in DomReg(L1) to produce 1 ≤ 0 in DomReg(Q2) ∩ DomReg(L3) ∩ DomReg(L2) = DomReg(Q2), showing that
the corresponding conjecture holds. However, when the same two program constraints are combined with the third assumed constraint, the block-validity would
be DomReg(Q3) ∩ DomReg(L2) ∩ DomReg(L3) = ;. In fact, there is no combination
of constraints involving the third assumed constraint that will produce an unsatisfiable reduced constraint with a non-empty block-validity, and therefore, there will be
no unsatisfiable constraints with a block-validity of DomReg(Q3). Since there is no
unsatisfiable constraints in DomReg(Q3) it must be conservatively assumed that the
third conjecture may not hold.
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6 Loops and φ-Functions
When an original program variable is modified conditionally or in a loop, a single
subsequent use of the variable may refer to different program definitions depending on how program flow reached that variable. This cannot be represented directly
in SSA, because each definition is given a unique name. SSA uses φ-functions to
handle these situations. These φ-functions are located where control flow merges,
in join blocks that have multiple predecessors in the control flow graph. Each φfunction has multiple operands, one for each predecessor of the join block containing
the φ-function. The semantics of the φ-functions are such that each time control is
transferred from one of the predecessors to a join block, each φ-function in that join
block will use the value of the φ-function’s operand corresponding to that predecessor
as the φ-function’s value. As an example, consider the instruction x1 = φ( x0 , x2 ) in
the program of Figure 1. For the initial iteration of the loop, x1 will be assigned the
value of x0 , but during subsequent iterations of the loop, x1 will be assigned the value
of x2 from the previous loop iteration. Therefore, the analysis must be designed conservatively, such that it only ascribes to φ-result variables, like x1 , those constraints
that are known to hold regardless of which block was executed immediately prior to
the block containing the φ-function.

6.1 Synthetic φ-Parameter Variables
In order to distinguish constraints holding on a φ-function when the control flow enters the join block containing the φ-function from different predecessors, BQVE synthesizes a separate φ-parameter variable for each predecessor block. These synthetic
φ-parameter variables are constrained to be equal to the corresponding φ-function
operand. So, for the program of Figure 1, the synthetic variables x1L1 and x1L3 would
be split from the φ-result variable x1 resulting in the following constraints:
x0 + − x1L1 ≤ 0 in DomReg(L1)
− x0 + x1L1 ≤ 0 in DomReg(L1)
− x1L3 + x2 ≤ 0 in DomReg(L3)

x1L3 + − x2 ≤ 0 in DomReg(L3)
Special rules govern the combining of constraints involving φ-result variables and
their associated synthetic φ-parameter variables. The intuition behind them is that
a constraint can be inferred on the φ-result variable (e.g., x1 ) if there is a stronger
constraint (i.e., a constraint that puts at least as tight of a bound) on each of that
φ-function’s synthetic φ-parameter variables. This is accomplished by taking each
constraint on a synthetic φ-parameter vβ that is valid in β and creating a candidate
constraint for the related φ-result variable v. The candidate can be formed from the
9
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synthetic φ-parameter constraint by removing the term involving the synthetic φparameter vβ and replacing it with a new term that places on v the same coefficient
that was on vβ and making the candidate’s block-validity the block containing v. This
candidate is then compared to the constraints on each of the synthetic φ-parameters.
If each of these synthetic φ-parameters vγ has at least one constraint that is valid
at the corresponding predecessor γ and is stronger than the candidate adjusted to
vγ , then the candidate can be added as a valid constraint on v. Here, adjusting the
candidate constraint to the synthetic φ-parameter vγ , means that the coefficient on v
becomes the coefficient on vγ and the block-validity becomes γ.
More concretely, suppose that block α has two predecessors β and γ and contains a φ-function defining the variable vφ . In this case, each of the constraints on
γ

β

synthesized φ-parameters vφ and vφ will be considered as potential candidates and
compared with the others. If two of the constraints, place comparable upper (or lower)
bounds on the respective synthesized φ-parameters that are valid in the corresponding predecessor blocks, then one will be stronger than the other and the other, weaker,
β
one will be an acceptable candidate and lifted to v. That is, if vφ has a constraint:
β

c 0 vφ + c 1 v1 + . . . + c n vn + c ≤ 0 in DomReg(β)
γ

and vφ has a constraint:
γ

d 0 vφ + d 1 v1 + . . . + d n vn + d ≤ 0 in DomReg(γ)
where ∀ i : d 0 c i = c 0 d i and c 0 d 0 > 0, one of these will be lifted to:
c 0 vφ + c 1 v1 + . . . + c n vn + c ≤ 0 in DomReg(α)
if | d 0 | c ≤ | c 0 | d
d 0 vφ + d 1 v1 + . . . + d n vn + d ≤ 0 in DomReg(α) if | d 0 | c > | c 0 | d
β

γ

After the constraints from vφ and vφ are lifted to vφ , the new constraint can be
combined with the existing constraints on v as when non-φ variables are eliminated.
As an example, suppose that the following constraints are known:
x1L1 − a 0 .length − 3 ≤ 0 in DomReg(L1)
x1L1 + 0 ≤ 0 in DomReg(L1)
x1L3 − a 0 .length − 1 ≤ 0 in DomReg(L3)

In this case, the constraints on the synthetic variables would be lifted into a single
constraint on x1 : x1 − a 0 .length − 3 ≤ 0 in DomReg(L2), which is weaker than the first
and third constraints.
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Ordering and Dependencies

The special rules for lifting φ-parameters, mean that—unlike FME—the elimination
of all variables in different orders will not produce equally precise results. The reason
for this is that the success of lifting constraints from the synthetic φ-parameters to
the φ-result variable depends on whether constraints are comparable and whether
they have the right block-validities at the time they are lifted. Both of these can be
affected by the process of eliminating variables and combining constraints.
In most cases, the initial constraints on synthetic φ-parameters are not directly
comparable, and it is only after combining constraints while eliminating other variables, that new constraints that are comparable are created on the synthetic φparameters. This argues for lifting synthetic φ-parameters after other (non-φ) variables have been eliminated. In some cases, however, synthetic φ-parameters will be
constrained against other φ-result variables, such that the lifting of a constraint related to one φ-function can enable the lifting of a constraint on another φ-function.
In these cases, how the processing of φ-related constraints is ordered may affect the
precision of the analysis.
Another issue affected by ordering is block-validity at the time of lifting. This is
because when a constraint is lifted to a φ-result variable from its φ-parameters, the
lifted constraint’s block-validity (and thus the constraints it can be productively combined with) is different from the synthetic φ-parameter constraints. This may cause
precision to be lost as certain non-φ variables, which we call φ-straddling variables,
are eliminated.
In order to address these issues, BQVE does not eliminate each φ-result variable
as a discrete operation but instead performs tasks related to φ-functions during each
of its three phases. In the first phase, it clones φ-straddling variables and then eliminates regular non-φ variables. In the second phase, BQVE combines the constraints
on φ-result variables, and then lifts constraints on synthetic φ-parameters and combines those new constraints with the other φ-result variable constraints. In some
cases, combining newly lifted constraints with other constraints will produce new
constraints on synthetic φ-parameters. When this happens, an attempt will be made
to lift and combine these until no new constraints are discovered. In the third phase,
BQVE eliminates the clones and attempts to lift and combine any new constraints on
synthetic φ-parameters.

6.3 Cloning of φ-Straddling Variables
As noted above, it is often necessary that one or more variables must be eliminated before the respective constraints on synthetic φ-parameters become comparable. Thus,
unlike with FME, precision depends on the elimination order. BQVE eliminates nonφ variables before processing φ-result variables and avoids loss of precision during
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the elimination of non-φ variables by cloning certain non-φ variables.
If cloning were not used, useful constraints could be (conservatively) lost as non-φ
variables are eliminated. This can happen, for example, when eliminating a variable
that is both bound by a (possibly assumed) constraint whose block-validity qualifier
is dominated by a φ-function and is also bound by other constraints that involve the
synthetic φ-parameters of that φ-function. In such cases, the block-validity qualifier resulting from combining the dominated constraint with the constraints on the
synthetic φ-parameters will be ; and thus the constraints will be dropped. This can
happen even if, before the elimination, it would have been possible for the synthetic
φ-parameter constraints to have been lifted to a new constraint on the φ-function and
given a block-validity qualifier of the region dominated by the block containing the
φ-function. This would allow the lifted constraints to be productively combined with
the φ-dominated constraint.
Suppose we had the constraints:
x1L1 − a 0 .length + 1 ≤ 0 in DomReg(L1)
x1L3 − a 0 .length + 3 ≤ 0 in DomReg(L3)
− x1 + a 0 .length ≤ 0 in DomReg(Q2)

with the dominator tree as shown in Figure 2. In this case, whether an unsatisfiable
reduced constraint in DomReg(Q2) is derived, depends on whether a 0 .length is eliminated before attempting to lift constraints from x1L1 and x1L3 to x1 . This is because
the resulting block qualifier of any constraint derived from the assumed constraint
will not include the predecessors (L1 and L2) of the join block containing the definition of the φ-result variable x1 , and so any such derived constraints cannot be lifted
to the x1 . This is the case, even though, if the constraints were lifted to x1 before
a 0 .length was eliminated, then the DomReg(Q2)-qualified assumed constraint would
be successfully combined with the lifted constraints relating x1 to a 0 .length.
The solution to this problem is to create and protect from elimination clones of
variables, such as a 0 .length, that are involved in constraints with block validities that
might ‘straddle’ φ-functions. This can be approximated by considering a variable v to
straddle a join block α (and all the φ-functions therein) if the definition of v is in a
block β that strictly dominates α and v also has a constraint whose region of validity
is dominated by α. For any join block α and variable v, where v is considered to
straddle α, BQVE creates a clone variable vα associated with α, and the constraints
v+−vα ≤ 0 in DomReg(β) and −v+ vα ≤ 0 in DomReg(β). The variable v is then allowed
to be eliminated in the normal way, but variable vα will not be eliminated until after
the φ-functions in α have been eliminated. This allows relationships, between v and
the synthetic parameters of some φ-function in α, that were entailed by the original
constraint system to be represented at the time of that φ-function’s elimination by the
12
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constraints between the synthetic φ-parameters and vα . These constraints can then
be lifted to the φ-result parameter to produce new constraints with a block-validity
qualifier of DomReg(α). Similarly, the relationships on v that were known from the
original system to hold in some subset of blocks dominated by DomReg(α) can be
preserved as constraints on vα . These can then be combined with constraints lifted to
α as the result of φ-elimination potentially producing unsatisfiable constraints that
would have been (conservatively) lost when v was eliminated.

6.4 Monotonic Cycles
Additional rules are needed for handling induction variables more precisely than
would result from the rules for handling φ-functions as described above. This is the
case, because a monotonically increasing (decreasing) variable can be considered to
have a lower (upper) bound equal to its initial value. Monotonically changing variables are detected by identifying cyclic constraints, which are inequality constraints
with three non-zero terms: a constant term, a term for a synthetic φ-parameter, and a
term for the corresponding φ-result variable, where the coefficients on the synthetic
φ-parameter and φ-result variable are opposite. We will use cyclic lower bound to
denote a cyclic constraint whose synthetic φ-parameter has a negative coefficient,
and cyclic upper bound to denote a cyclic constraint whose synthetic φ-parameter
has a positive coefficient. For purposes of comparison of constraints on synthesized φ-parameters, a cyclic lower bound constraint with non-negative constant (e.g.,
− x1L3 + x1 + 1 ≤ 0) is considered to be the stronger than all other lower bounds on the
synthesized parameter. This case occurs only if the φ-function result increases monotonically whenever control flow comes from the corresponding predecessor (i.e., from
L3 in the example), so it is safe to use whatever lower bound constraints hold on the
other incoming edge(s) (e.g., at the entry of the loop). So for our example program, because − x1L3 + x1 +1 ≤ 0 establishes x1 as a monotonically increasing induction variable,
the constraint on − x1L1 (i.e., − x1L1 + 0 ≤ 0) can be lifted to x1 as − x1 + 0 ≤ 0
Similarly, cyclic upper bounds with a non-negative constant can be considered
stronger than all other upper bounds on the synthesized parameter. For example, if
our program was modified so that x2 was defined by the assignment, x2 = x1 - 1 (making x1 a monotonically decreasing induction variable), the upper-bound constraint remaining on x1L3 after elimination of x2 would have been x1L3 − x1 + 1 ≤ 0. This can be
considered equivalent to be a strong upper bound on x1L3 allowing any upper bound
established for the initial iteration (i.e., an upper bound on x1L1 ) to be lifted to x1 .

7 Arithmetic Overflow
Like many languages, Java’s integer type cannot represent arbitrarily large (or small)
integers. When an integer operation would produce a result that cannot be rep13
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resented as a 32-bit binary number, the Java Language Specification [4] specifies
overflowing integer operations have 2’s complement ‘wrap around’ semantics. This
is relevant, because the analysis will make use of constraints that may not actually
hold when overflow occurs. In our running example, the instruction x2 = x1 + 1 gives
rise to the constraints − x2 + x1 + 1 ≤ 0 and x2 + − x1 + −1 ≤ 0. The first of these constraints (− x2 + x1 + 1 ≤ 0) will hold if and only if x1 is not 2,147,483,647 (MAX). More
generally, the constraint −a + b + c ≤ 0 can only be drawn from the operation a = b + c
if b + c ≤ MAX. Furthermore, the constraint a − b − c ≤ 0 can only be drawn from the
operation a = b + c if b + c ≥ MIN, where MIN is -2,147,483,648. Similar rules can be
derived for other arithmetic operations.
This can be handled in the analysis by adding additional conjecture queries stating that each arithmetic operation does not overflow. (In general, each arithmetic
operation will give rise to two assumed constraints, each in its own synthetic block
with one giving the condition for an overflow to occur and the other giving the condition for an underflow to occur.) Any arithmetic-operation-derived constraint whose
corresponding overflow conjectures cannot be shown must be discarded along with
any results derived from that constraint. This process must be repeated until a fixed
point is reached.
It should be noted, that in order to check these overflow conjectures, it is useful
to extract some additional constraints from program instructions relating variables
to the MIN and MAX bounds. These constraints state, for example, that each program
variable contains a value greater than or equal to MIN and less than or equal to MAX,
and that each valid array length is greater than or equal to 0 and less than or equal
to MAX.

8 Extracting Proofs
The core algorithm described above can be extended to produce proofs while determining the satisfiability of a system of constraints. As the algorithm combines
constraints to obtain derived constraints, it maintains a record of which source constraints were combined to produce each derived constraint. These records can then
be combined to produce a proof tree, rooted at the c ≤ 0 unsatisfiable constraint. For
example, consider the Java fragment in Figure 3(a). For this program, testing the
conjecture that the index y does not exceed the upper bound of the array involves reducing the system formed from the inequalities entailed by instruction semantics and
the assumed constraint that the upper bound is violated (− y + a.l ength ≤ 0) and seeing that this reduction is unsatisfiable. While deriving the unsatisfiable constraint
1 ≤ 0 for this system of inequalities, the algorithm would also build a tree of constraints leading to this result similar to the one shown in Figure 3(b). (Since this
program is a single block, the block-validity qualifiers have been omitted.) Each in-
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x = 5;
a = new i n t [ x ] ;
y = 4;
a[y ];
(a) source

−x + 5 ≤ 0

ASGNLB (1)

−a.l ength + x ≤ 0

−a.l ength + 5 ≤ 0

NEW(2)
ADD

y−4 ≤ 0

ASGNUB (3)

− y + a.l ength ≤ 0

a.l ength − 4 ≤ 0

1≤0

ASSU MED
ADD

ADD

(b) constraint unsatisfiability tree
−x + 5 ≤ 0

ASGNLB (1)

NEW(2)
−a.l ength + x ≤ 0
ADD
−a.l ength + 5 ≤ 0
y − a.l ength + 1 ≤ 0

y−4 ≤ 0

ASGNUB (3)
ADD

(c) positive logic proof tree

Figure 3: Program with Proof Tree
equality in the proof tree is justified by adding two inequalities together (ADD) or is
derived from program source statements according to a rule specific to those source
statements. (In other proof trees, inequalities may also be multiplied by a positive
constant.) After the tree demonstrating the unsatisfiability of the system has been
produced, the occurrences of the assumed constraint are removed, leaving a positive
deductive proof of a constraint as strong as or stronger than the conjectured constraint. Figure 3(c) shows such an deductive proof proving that the array access in
the code of Figure 3(a) respects the upper bound of the array. This proof tree can
be used as a certificate that the check of the index does not exceed the array’s upper
bound [7].
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BQVE Algorithm

Procedure 1

SOLVE

Require: Constraints – set of block-qualified program and assumed constraints making up
the constraint system, where the set of program constraints that have validity in a block
are consistent with all possible states the program might have when it exits that block,
and each assumed constraint in Constraints is placed in its own synthetic block.
Require: Dominators – dominator relations between pairs of blocks (program and synthetic)
used in constraint block-validity qualifiers
Require: Vars – set of program variables that are not defined by φ-functions
Require: PhiVars – set of variables that are defined by φ-function
Require: StraddlerClones = ;
Require: NewPhiParamConstraints = ;
Ensure: Constraints will contain an unsatisfiable reduced constraints with a block validity
of DomReg(β) only if β is a synthetic block considered to be immediately dominated by
α, and there can never be a program state during the execution of α that satisfies the
inequality of the assumed constraint associated with β.
1: CLONE P HI S TRADDLERS()
2: for all variables v in Vars do
3:
COMBINE A LL C ONSTRAINTS (v)
4:
Constraints ← Constraints \ (constraints on v)
5: end for
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

for all variables p in PhiVars do
COMBINE A LL C ONSTRAINTS (p)
end for
NewPhiParamConstraints ← all constraints on synthetic φ-parameters in Constraints
CHECK P HI PARAMS ()

11: BlockList ← blocks from control flow graph in reverse post-order
12: for all β in BlockList do
13:
for all v ∈ StraddlerClones associated with β do
14:
COMBINE A LL C ONSTRAINTS (v)
15:
Constraints ← Constraints \ (constraints on v)
16:
end for
17:
CHECK P HI PARAMS ()
18: end for

Procedure 2

COMBINE A LL C ONSTRAINTS

Require: program variable v
Uses: Constraints from SOLVE
1: for all constraints κ on v do
2:
COMBINE N EW C ONSTRAINT (κ)
3: end for
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COMBINE N EW C ONSTRAINT

Require: program variable v
Require: a constriant κ on v
Uses: Constraints from SOLVE
Uses: Dominators from SOLVE
1: for all constraints χ on v do
2:
if signs of the coefficients on v in κ and χ are opposite then
3:
(κ0 , χ0 ) ← the linear inequalities of κ and χ scaled so the coefficients on v are opposite
4:
newInequality ← κ0 + χ0
5:
newBlockValidity ← (the block validity of κ0 ) ∩ (the block validity of χ0 )
6:
if newBlockV al idit y 6= ; then
7:
ADD C ONSTRAINT (newInequality in newBlockValidity)
8:
end if
9:
end if
10: end for

Procedure 4

ADD C ONSTRAINT

Require: constraint κ
Uses: Constraints from SOLVE
Uses: NewPhiParamConstraints from

SOLVE

1: if κ is a cyclic constraint on some synthetic φ-parameter pα on a φ-function defining p

then
2:
if the constant of κ is negative or κ is not valid in α then
3:
ignore κ and return
4:
end if
5:
if the coefficient on pα in κ is positive then
6:
κ ← canonical strong upper bound on pα
7:
else
8:
κ ← canonical strong lower bound on pα
9:
end if
10: end if
11: if not (∃χ ∈ Constraints : STRONGER(χ, κ)) then
(
)
12:
Constraints ← Constraints \ {ψ | STRONGER(κ, ψ)} ∪ κ
13:
if κ constrains a synthetic φ-parameters then
14:
NewPhiParamConstraints ← NewPhiParamConstraints ∪ κ
15:
end if
16: end if
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CHECK P HI PARAMS

Uses: NewPhiParamConstraints from
Uses: Constraints from SOLVE

SOLVE

1: NewPhiParamConstraints ← NewPhiParamConstraints ∩ Constraints
2: while NewPhiParamConstraints 6= ; do
3:
κ ← remove an element from NewPhiParamConstraints
4:
for all synthetic φ-parameters pα constrained by κ valid in α do
5:
p ← the φ-result variable associated with pα
6:
β ← the block containing p
7:
for all predecessors γ of β do
8:
for all χ that constrain pγ and are valid in γ do
9:
if χ is not a strong bound and STRONGER(κ, χ[pγ → pα ] in DomReg(α)) then
10:
TRY P HI C ONSTRAINT (p, χ[pγ → p] in DomReg(β))
11:
end if
12:
end for
13:
end for
14:
end for
15: end while

Procedure 6

TRY P HI C ONSTRAINT

Require: a variable p defined by a φ-function
Require: a candidate constraint κ on p
Uses: Constraints from SOLVE
1: α ← the block in which p is defined
2: if ∀β ∈ pred(α) : ∃χSTRONGER(χ, κ[p → pβ ] in DomReg(β)) then
3:
ADD C ONSTRAINT (κ)
4:
COMBINE N EW C ONSTRAINT (p, κ)
5:
for all γ ∈ pred(α) do
6:
Weakerγ ← constraints ψ on pγ for which STRONGER(κ[p → pγ ] in DomReg(γ), ψ)
7:
Constraints ← Constraints \ Weakerγ
8:
end for
9: end if
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CLONE P HI S TRADDLERS

Uses: Constraints, Dominators, Vars, PhiVars, StraddlerClones from SOLVE
Ensure: StraddlerClones and Constraints are initialized with all of clones for φ-straddling
variables and their accompanying constraints
1: for all variables v in V ars do
2:
for all join blocks α do
3:
if v straddles α then
4:
clone v as vα associated with α
5:
StraddlerClones ← {vα } ∪ StraddlerClones
6:
end if
7:
end for
8: end for

Function 8

STRONGER :

Require: constraint κ
Require: constraint χ
Uses: Dominators from

Boolean

SOLVE

1: if (the blocks in which κ is valid) ⊇ (the blocks in which χ is valid) then
2:
if κ is the canonical strong upper bound on v, and χ is an upper bound on v then
3:
return true
4:
else if κ is the canonical strong lower bound on v, and χ is a lower bound on v then
5:
return true
6:
else
7:
V ← Vars ∪ PhiVars
∪ StraddlerClones
(
)
8:
if ∃a, b > 0 : ∀v ∈ V : a × (coefficient on v in κ) = b × (coefficient on v in χ) ∧

(

9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

)
a × (constant of κ) >= b × (constant of χ) then
return true
end if
end if
end if
return false
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